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From the International Director

God reigns -
yes, even in 2020!

These are unusual times.

That may seem to be a trite thing to say - after all,

everyone has been saying it for months! Of

course, as with most trite phrases, they are

repeated ad naseum precisely because they are

true! Indeed, perhaps there is no better word to

describe the world today than unusual.

Usually, we would all be going about our daily

affairs without the cloud of a pandemic hanging

over our heads.

Usually, our team would be flying to the far

corners of the earth to reach and teach pastors

and ministry leaders with fresh insights from

God's Word. But these really are unusual times.

Thus, we must adjust our practices and

expectations to reflect the present reality.

Yet, we need not succumb to fear or anger or

frustration, as the world may be inclined to do.

For we look beyond this world for our hope, our

confidence, our surety. We know that Christ

reigns supreme over His world - even in these

unusual times.

~ Steve Curtis, DMin, PhD

Nom et fonction lorem ipsum dolorem at conceptuer?Fonction lorem ipsum

Our commitment at Timothy Two in this climate of

uncertainty, fear, and anger is to show to the world that

our Hope is not of this world but He is supreme over it!
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AFRICA UPDATE

Bryan Slater, Africa Regional Director

Despite the Covid pandemic, the Lord God is still

doing a great work! Nothing will stop the spread of

the gospel! We get to be a small but significant

part of what the Lord is doing in Africa.

In November, four of our

National Missionary

Partners (NMPs) are

leading eleven

workshops in Tanzania,

Kenya and Zambia. In

October, I had the joy of

being with three of our

NMPs and eight other

key pastors in Tanzania.

It is such a blessing to

see how the Lord has

transformed these

pastors. Their newfound

training pastors. Ann

continues to work on

the Bible Children’s

Curriculum Africa

Project (BCCAP).

She is writing a biblically

sound children’s

curriculum and getting

three of our key leaders

she has trained (Theos

from Tanzania, Godfrey

from Zambia, and

Augustin from Burundi),

to add illustrations and

activities which fit

African cultures and

resources.

There is Still Joy in the Journey!

zeal for the gospel is

causing them to spread

the Kingdom of God to

others. The shutdown of

travel for a few months

because of Covid has

given me time to

develop some new

workshops. I went to

Tanzania to train our

NMPs with two of these

new workshops so that

they will have additional

options to use in
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Pastor Theos, children's

ministry coordinator in

Tanzania
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When finished, there will

be 50 lessons with

illustrations and

activities that any

African teacher can use

to train children of

different ages. Children

will learn the whole

story of the Bible, from

Creation to the Fall, to

the Redemption Jesus

has purchased for us, to

the Consummation

when Jesus returns and

takes us to be with Him.

We are praying now

(early November)

through plans to

continue training in

2021. Zambia has

exploded with many

invitations from all over

them. The empowering

of indigenous pastors is

having great impact

already. Let me share

this testimony from

Pastor Charles in Moshi,

Tanzania: “After

workshop one, “Knowing

God,” I gathered my

leaders and taught them

the truths from the

workshop. They were so

deeply impacted that

they started teaching

and going to other

churches to teach about

the attributes of God.

The second workshop,

“Loving God,” also built

me up so much. The

lesson on “Adoption”

changed my life! I used

the country. Malawi also

has many more

opportunities and a

greater need than

almost anywhere else

we have been because

of the lack of biblical

teaching. Pastors have

no training and little

knowledge, so the

people in their churches

remain spiritually weak.

As God gives grace, we

are seeking Him and

asking Him to give

strong biblical

foundations to pastors

throughout these

nations, so that the

church will be

strengthened for every

good work the Lord

desires to do through

AFRICA UPDATE

« The lesson on “Adoption” changed my life! »

~ Pastor Charles in Tanzania

A workshop in a church in Bujumbura, BurundiChildren’s ministry workers taking a break in Malawi



the same interactive format

as we use when you train

us, and again taught my

leaders who are teaching

others, both in our church

and pastors in other

churches. It has been a

wonderful blessing to many

already!”

The work goes on, and

there is much joy in this

journey God has put before

us!

Thank you for helping us

with your prayers and

giving, because apart from

your prayers and your gifts,

this work would not be

taking place. We have lost a

few precious and key

supporters due to Covid,

but God has been good to

make up for any losses.

There is still a huge need to

fund the NMPs we are

sending.

May God be praised in and

through Africa because of

this work!

Children of the church
in Tete, Mozambique

NMP Pastor Enock (Kenya), NMP Pastor

Theos (Tanzania) with TTPI Missionaries

Bryan and Ann Slater in Muyinga, Burundi

NMP Pastor
Godwin

Gunewe
training

pastors in
Geita,

Tanzania

AFRICA UPDATE

There is still a huge

need to fund the

NMPs we are

sending...
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Pastor Riziki
Chimzanye

“I would like to give my

sincere thanks to Timothy

Two Project International

for all four workshops

because has helped me

first to know God

personally, secondly, to

love and Trust God which

in turn helped to start a

mission with God by

planting a new church

plant in Mbeya.

Previously, I was so much

afraid of planting local

church out of Kigoma

region. But through these

workshops my confidence

and boldness through

Jesus Christ has

increased. I’m now in

Mbeya region and the

newly planted local

church is doing well.

TESTIMONIES FROM TANZANIA

Children’s Ministry workers at a tea
break in a small village church in
Embangweni, Malawi

Bishop Rudovick

As bishop and founder

of my ministry I totally

despaired because all

the church branches I

opened were not doing

well because of the low

knowledge of the

Pastors. Because our

ministry is small we

didn’t manage to send

pastors to Bible schools.

The arrival of Timothy

Two became the

solution to the problem.

I used the materials I

learnt from TTPI

workshops to train all

Pastors in our ministry.

So, we used TTPI

materials as our

curriculum. This Bible

School using TTPI

materials has totally

changed the Pastors and

the ministry in general.

Pastor Ngenze Msimwa

I was so much affected by

ancestors’ culture of

despising women. This

caused my relationship with

my wife to be unstable for I

used to be so harsh to her

and sometimes I used to

beat her. This also stagnated

my ministry. But when I

attended workshop three, I

discovered that I was the

the source of the problem in

my family. Therefore, after

enough clarification from Dr.

Godwin Gunewe in workshop 3

in connection to wife and

husband relationship, I went

home and apologized to my

wife and started new life filled

with love to my family. From

that day, my ministry started

growing for I am working

together with my wife happily.

A group discussing the workbooks in the Growing in Grace series
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Timothy Two has had a tremendous effect both in my personal

life and in my ministry.

In my family, I have used

the teachings as a family

devotion each evening.

First, I have each child read

a portion, since it is

translated into Swahili;

then, we discuss it –

especially the portions that

apply to family matters.

In my ministry, there has

been fruitfulness in three

areas:

1). Growth in maturity. In

every workshop, before we

start the day’s work, I read

the scripture and share with

the pastors, allowing each

to give his insight and, from

this, I have learned a lot of

wonderful spiritual truths.

2). Accountability. Through

TTPI workshops, I have

learned to be accountable

for all the money that I

receive and this has helped

me to be able to know how

to budget for any meeting.

3) Interfaith Relationships.

Working with TTPI means

working with other pastors

from different

denominations, and this has

helped me better

understand pastors and has

given me the ability to

accept each as they are and

never look down on any of

them.

FROM KENYA

A graduating
class from Kisii
Kenya

National Missionary Partner

~Enock Ombogo Mogaka
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FROM KENYA

I met this pastor in a

workshop in Kitale and, for

the first three days, he

came in late – as much as

one and half hours after we

have started the program of

the day. I became curious

and had time to share and

ask why, only to be shocked

to learn that the pastor had

been walking for 60 kms

each day just to attend the

workshop – 30 kms coming

and 30 going back. He told

me that he had gone for an

evangelistic outreach in a

nearby town and as they

were visiting homes to

share the gospel, they

entered a government

man's home and as they

were sharing the man came

home and met them. After

they introduced themselves

as pastors, the man

demanded documentation

that proves that they were

trained and certified to be

pastors, which they did not

have since they had not

attended Bible School. It

took the host pastor to be

called who came with his

Bible school certificate and

his other ministry

credentials to secure their

freedom from the home of

this government man;

otherwise, they would be

suspected of some of kind

of shoddy deals. So, from

this instance, he purposed

to attend a Bible School,

but a huge stumbling block

was funding, so when he

heard of the Timothy Two

program, he decided to join

and sacrifice in order to get

the training and have a

certificate to confirm that

he has been trained. I was

so moved by the

determination of this man

of God and for the

remaining two days I

offered to help in transport

for him to attend, since his

wife had just given birth

and so he did not have

enough to buy food for his

wife and pay for his

transportation. This means

TTIP is a timely ministry for

the pastors who cannot

afford Bible School training.

TTPI is a timely

ministry for pastors

who cannot afford

Bible School...

A Timothy Two “National Missionary

Partner” is an indigenous pastor in Asia,

Africa or Latin America who has completed

the series of four Timothy Two workshops

and who is then sent to other towns and

cities in his own country to teach those

workshops to other groups of pastors.

National Missionary Partners

NMP Enock (on right),
who has been training
pastors throughout
Kenya
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FROM SOUTHERN AFRICA

~Wilbert Chipenyu, Teaching Missionary

I was supposed to meet

them in June to begin

face-to-face training, but

COVID-19 shut

everything down. I am

thankful to God that

Workbooks One &Two

are now available in

their language and I

hope to translate the

remaining workbooks

before years end.

In March, I conducted

training in King Williams

Town, South Africa. The

training was in the form

of a Bible study in which

one/two lessons could

be done each day. The

planning stage was well

done, and the training

was meant to be held

once a week at a central

place. However, when

the starting dates

were drawing near,

COVID-19 was engulfing

the Eastern Cape, where

King Williams Town is

located. This kept the

people from nearby

villages from coming,

and only a few from the

town came. The whole

process was soon

stopped due to the

lockdown. We are now

commencing the Bible

study at my house once

per week. Other than

these projects, the

year's other planes were

cancelled. Most of the

participants have no

smart phones for Zoom

meetings or cannot

afford the data to go

online. I am, however,

planning to train the

three pastors in Gokwe

during December, and

also to teach Workshop

One in the Mwenezi

district of Zimbabwe in

December, as well.

Pray for the ministry in

these two countries

(South Africa and

Zimbabwe). As the

restrictions from

COVID-19 are loosened,

I hope that the work will

continue in earnest.

The teaching year began in February with a

program with three ministers in Gokwe,

Zimbabwe who are keen to teach the workshops

themselves. We began via WhatsApp and email.

Wilbert Chipenyu conducting
a Timothy Two workshop in
Zimbabwe
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THE FAMILY FUND

Faith, Works, & COVID-19
What good is it, my brothers, if someone says he has faith

but does not have works? Can that faith save him? If a

brother or sister is poorly clothed and lacking in daily food,

and one of you says to them, “Go in peace, be warmed and

filled,” without giving them the things needed for the body,

what good is that? So also faith by itself, if it does not have

works, is dead. But someone will say, “You have faith and I

have works.” Show me your faith apart from your works,

and I will show you my faith by my works.

~ James 2:14-18 (ESV)

In the verses above, James laid

bare the essence of the

Christian life: faith in Christ

(which alone saves),

demonstrated through “works,”

as, in this case, meeting the

urgent, material needs of

“brothers and sisters” (rather

than merely offering empty

platitudes). Timothy Two has

long had a “Family Fund” for

just such a purpose.

Note the two qualifiers, however: urgent and

unusual.

Life in the Majority World is hard – much harder

than most of us, who are blessed to live in the

West will ever fully grasp. Therefore, we are not

Whenever one of our dear friends, with

whom we have served around the world,

encounters an urgent and unusual crisis

(natural disasters, medical emergencies,

etc.), we have funds set aside so that we

might help them – or, as James says above,

might help them –

or, as James says

above, so that we

can do more than

just suggest that

they “be warmed

and filled” – but

actually help them

to be warm and full.

Kenya

Myanmar

Belize

India
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able to help everyone who has a

hardship – the need would

simply be too great. In fact, to

do so with our finite resources –

to temporarily lift someone to a

different economic status only

to cease such aid at some point

– would compound the problem.

Nonetheless, even those whose

only experience is one of

poverty can find themselves in

an unusual situation of despair.

Particularly in such cases, our

faith compels us to act, to

perform works consistent with

an understanding of our own

desperate need, as sinners

saved by the grace of God in

Christ.

This has been the case many

times as a result of the

coronavirus and the various

responses to it. We have had

precious partners and friends

who contracted the virus, some

losing their lives or the lives of

loved ones. We have also had

many whose already fragile lives

were decimated by newly-

imposed regulations, which

prohibited them from earning

their daily wage – and, in some

cases, even punished them

physically if they dared try to

resume their normal activities.

Thank God we have been able to

help them! Thank God for the

critical partnerships that

provided the needed funds.

On these pages are several

pictures of lives, families, and

even communities whose urgent

and unusual needs for food and

medicine were met through

Timothy Two’s Family Fund. To

those who have contributed to

this fund: thank you. Words

cannot express the gratitude of

these brothers and sisters, some

of whom are – quite literally –

alive today because of your

generosity. Likewise, to those

who have prayed for these

needs as we have articulated

them throughout recent

months: your prayers have

indeed availed much! God has

been gracious, and we have

been humbled to see the Body

of Christ in the West embrace

the Body of Christ in the

Majority World with the works

inspired and enabled by faith in

the Savior. May He be praised.

The people are

grateful for the gift.

The impact l see is

that they are

encouraged to trust

God and believe in

Him who cares for

their spiritual and

physical needs.

Bags of rice and other
staples being distributed
in Democratic Republic of
Congo

From DR Congo

On Monday, in our

devotional we put

before God, our

financial situation,

we declared:

FATHER, YOU ARE

THE SUSTAINER OF

THIS HOUSE, and

your email offering

to provide aid was

the ANSWER of GOD

From Ecuador

"My family can

stand in this

COVID-19 because

of your providing

food...

My family can live

this month

because you sent

the money."

From Myanmar:

Testimonies
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The bad news is that due to COVID-19

travel restrictions, Beth and I were able

to make only one trip overseas this year

to date where we taught two workshops

in Guayaquil, Ecuador: one for pastors

and a second for children’s ministry

leaders. The good news, however, is that

the pandemic did not prevent me from

Beth with Ecuador children's leaders

teaching a total of six more workshops

with pastors and ministry leaders in three

different countries. But in order to do so

I had to learn to use an online video

conferencing tool called Zoom. After a

couple months of waiting, I realized that

the pandemic was going to last for some

time. So over the course of the next

Ecuador pastors and ministry leaders

Bad News - Good News

Dan Sonnenberg, Latin America Regional Director
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month or so, I received a

couple lessons from my

niece who was already

using Zoom for her job,

watched YouTube videos,

and held experimental

meetings with some of my

overseas workshop

coordinators and

interpreters.

Then during July and

August, I held the first

three video conference

workshops with groups in

Ecuador, Colombia and

the Dominican Republic.

The participants in the

two South American

groups were able to meet

online from their homes.

The Ecuador group met

with me Monday – Friday

from 6pm – 8pm for two

weeks. The Colombia

we traditionally meet. And

I was connected for the

video conference via a

temporary internet link

and modem located in the

church office. My face was

projected onto a large

group met with me for

three weekends, three to

four hours a day on

Saturdays and Sundays.

Some of the participants

were able to connect via

laptops, while others only

had smart phones. But

everyone had a printed

copy of the workbook

which had been delivered

to them personally by

their workshop

coordinator.

The Dominican Republic

group, however, did not

have sufficient internet

capability in their city to

meet online from their

homes. So we came up

with a plan for them to

gather at the workshop

coordinator’s church

building similar to the way

LATIN AMERICA UPDATE

« ...the pandemic did not prevent me from teaching a total of

six more workshops »

Many thanks to all those

who prayed for my hip

replacement surgery in

August. The procedure

itself went as planned,

the physical therapy

sessions have been

completed, and my

overall recovery is going

well.

~ Dan

Thankful for prayers

ETC. +

Dan with pastors and leaders in ColombiaDan with pastors and leaders in Ecuador



A Personal
note from Dan

My mother, Lois

Sonnenberg, passed

away at age 92 in

October due to the

COVID-19 virus. While

living in a nursing home

in Ohio and suffering

from moderate

dementia, she was

infected with the virus

and died two and a half

weeks later. However,

because she was a

believer, we trust that

she is now with the

Lord Jesus in her new

heavenly home and that

we will enjoy her

radiant smile and

exuberant personality

again one day soon.

Maranatha!

LATIN AMERICA UPDATE

<<...what surprised and delighted me about
these video conference meetings was the high
level of interactivity ...>>

screen and my voice was

sent through an amplifier

so that I could be seen and

heard by the participants.

The group met in one of

the larger classrooms, and

of course, they wore

masks and practiced social

distancing. During the few

times that they lost power

to the building due to a

temporary blackout in the

city’s electrical grid, the

coordinator and

interpreter were able to

crank up a gas-powered

generator to get us back

online.

Adin Rodriguez Acebedo has
served as Dan's interpreter
with groups in both Peru and
Ecuador.

The role of interpreters...
Excellent interpreters are

always an important

component of the

workshops. But this is

especially true when video

conferencing. The

interpreters served as the

vital link between me and

the participants whether

they were online or in

person. Without these

three skillful men, this

would have been

impossible.

In October and November,

I held three more

workshops with the same

three groups. And once

again, I was able to meet

with the two South

American groups from

their homes. The only

change this time was that

more of the participants

had been able to return to

their jobs as the tide of

the coronavirus had begun

to ebb somewhat in

Beth with children's ministry leaders in Ecuador
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Ecuador. So instead

of meeting in the

evenings, they chose to

meet from 6am – 8am

before their workday

began. The first couple

days were somewhat

comical because the hour

was so early! If the

discussion went on a little

too long, some

participants were seen to

be propping their heads

up with their hands taking

a short snooze. But by the

third day, they had gotten

into the groove and all

went very well. There was

one other change. This

time, the Dominican

Republic group moved to

a larger room – the church

sanctuary – so they could

better socially distance

and have better lighting

discussions were always

lively and edifying.

In the course of these

workshops, the Dominican

Republic group completed

their fourth and final

workshop in the “Growing

in Grace” series for

pastors and ministry

leaders. So they were sent

their well-earned

“Certificates in Biblical

and Theological

Foundations.” And

because we were able to

continue holding

workshops during the

pandemic, both the South

American groups will soon

complete their fourth and

final workshops as well,

hopefully in the next few

months. Glory to God!

for reading their

workbooks.

Though teaching these

workshops in person is the

ideal and is always

preferred, what surprised

and delighted me about

these video conference

meetings was the high

level of interactivity

among the participants.

One might think that

because some of the

groups were not in the

same physical room, they

would be reluctant to

interact with one another.

But that was certainly not

the case. No one seemed

intimidated by either the

technology or the fact

that they could only see

one another or me via

their screens. The

LATIN AMERICA UPDATE

« ...the discussions were always lively

and edifying. »

NMP Reynaldo Rubio with pastors and leaders in PeruGroup discussion among pastors in Dominican Republic



FROM CHILE

I traveled to Chile on March 4 and

according to the travel itinerary, I

would return on May 19, but the plans

took a different route. Due to

COVID-19 the flights were canceled, so

I am here until the month of

November, unable to return to El

Salvador. Despite the circumstances,

the pandemic, the confinement and

the harsh southern winter, I have been

able to develop 2 workshops with 15

students in Osorno, who received their

graduation certificate. Now, I have

started the first workshop, Knowing

God, with 16 students from two

Stranded, but not static

by Helmuth Aguilar,
National Missionary Partner

different regions of southern Chile, and if

God allows me to return, we will continue

in the same way.

"The study experience has been different,

but no less important for our spiritual life,

being in a certain way ministered by his

Holy Spirit and strengthened in his Word

through this series of studies," said a

student via Zoom.

A pastor in Chile, after receiving

his certificate for completing

the 4 workshops
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FROM CHILE

"...some students had come together to
carry out the ministry of mercy..."

I was able to see in practice the meaning of these

words, when I realized that some students had

come together to carry out the ministry of mercy,

bringing food and hope to the most vulnerable

people in the city and in a situation of

confinement.

There is no doubt that God is good and fulfills his

plans in any circumstance. He has supported me

during these long months of waiting, showing me

his love, care and provision through the

international ministry Timothy II and my family. I

recognize that everyone's effort and dedication

have not been in vain, which encourages and

excites me to continue teaching faithful women

and men who are well suited to teach others as

well.

This article's
author, Helmuth
Aguilar (pictured

at right), is a
National

Missionary Partner
(NMP). He

completed
Timothy Two's

Growing in Grace
series in his home

country of El
Salvador and has

been active
training in both

that country and
Chile, the nation

where he was born
and where his

mother still lives.

There is no

doubt that God

is good and

fulfills His plans

in any

circumstance.
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FROM NICARAGUA

Pastors and ministry leaders in Managua,
Nicaragua

NMP Leonel De La Rosa

Leonel is a National

Missionary Partner (NMP)

who completed the Growing

in Grace series under Dan

Sonnenberg in Belize.

NMP Leonel De La Rosa teaching in
Nicaragua

NMP De La Rosa with participants in
Nicaragua

I am glad to write this

article for the Timothy

Two magazine,

thanking God first, and

our brother Dan

Sonnenberg, for the

opportunity he gave

me to share these

workshops in

Nicaragua, which were

very blessed.

While sharing

the workshops, I could

see the impact that

the Word of God

had on their lives

through the questions

they asked and their

testimonies as to how

this study blessed

their lives. The host

pastor and his family

were very satisfied

with the study that

was shared. We pray

that this pandemic

disappears so that we

can return very soon

for the other

workshops and, in the

future after Nicaragua,

if it is the will of God,

we hope to be able to

go to Panama to

provide the

workshops, where we

can all grow in grace.
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While the world reels from

the pandemic, there are

some places that have had

even more to deal with.

Among the worst hit has

been the Philippines, which

we (Steve and Rissa Curtis)

called home for several

years. Our friends there

endured a volcano early in

the year, then suffered

from the virus or from the

economic impact that

resulted - some have gone

without food and medicine.

Then, later in the year,

three typhoons in a row

devastated the nation.

These are pictures of the

home and neighborhood of

our close friend (above) -

who cared for our boys

since they were babies.

Trying to rebuild after such

destruction is always hard.

Trying to do so in the face

of government lockdowns

and restrictions due to

COVID-19 truly makes it a

herculean task.

Pray for these brothers and

sisters in Christ! You may

give via the Family Fund.

Lenlen (Tita Len to the

boys) helped us with

Judson and Timmy over

the years that we lived in

the Philippines.

Lenlen's home (top), with furniture floating in the
street, and her neighborhood (bottom), with piles
of debris to sort out

While world

news has

focused on

the pandemic,

natural

disasters

continue to

ravage to

poorest

communities

PRAY FOR THE PHILIPPINES

To help victims of

natural disasters, you

can donate to the

Family Fund (visit

timothytwo.org)
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Earlier this year, my family and I were living in the Philippines. In March, we

left with a week’s worth of clothes, for what we thought would be a short trip

to Malaysia. We have not yet been allowed to return to Manila.

Such is the nature of the

world – particularly as it

relates to global travel – in

this era of COVID-19 and

the various governmental

responses. Quite simply, the

world’s applecart has been

overturned. Reacting to

these seismic changes,

many have begun to speak

of a “new normal,” which

will redefine life within and

between nations. Certainly,

we accept that things are

different now! Yet, will this

truly become the new

“normal” way of life? Or is

this merely a parenthetical

aberration that will,

eventually, subside and find

us in a world substantially

the same as the one we left

in March? Only time will tell,

for sure, of course.

However, I am hopeful that

– at least as it relates to

missions and ministry –

there will be a return to a

semblance of the “old”

normal.

I pray that we will be able to

go, as Christ commanded;

that we will be able to

teach, as Christ

commanded; and that we

will be able to make

disciples, as Christ

commanded. The case could

be made that we can teach

and we can make disciples

using technology, such as

ASIA UPDATE

Sharing a meal
in "normal"
times in
Myanmar with
NMP Van
Lawma (right)

~ Steve Curtis, Asia Regional Director (Interim)

Reflections on the present reality
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" ...the imperative to go
was given because we are
created for
relationships... "

"Go therefore and make disciples of all

nations, baptizing them in the name of

the Father and of the Son and of the Holy

Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I

have commanded you..." ~ Jesus

Zoom, etc., but to go, we

must, well, go. You see, I

am convinced that the

imperative to go was

given because we are

created for

relationships; for

personal interaction; for

face-to-face, eye-to-eye

vulnerability, confession,

and community

(koinonia). I am not

convinced that staring at

a computer screen or a

phone can ever achieve

the level of intimacy

required of true,

unadulterated, soul-

exposing koinonia. Don’t

get me wrong: I am

grateful for the

technology that we have

in this time that wasn’t

available in times past.

And I am grateful for the

ability we have had to

maintain relationships

with our partners and

friends in the field. I am

grateful; but I am not

satisfied.

Daily, I pray that we will

be able to return to the

field. And, by God’s

grace and with our

inexpressible gratitude,

this is beginning to be

the case. I was recently

in Mexico and will soon

be in Uganda, as well! All

of Asia and much of the

world is still closed, but

doors – which have been

slammed shut – are

cracking open! Praise

God! Yet, many doors

remain closed and we

don’t know how long

that will remain the

case.

We do know, however,

who is in control of

nations, and viruses,

The Church's Great Commission
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ASIA UPDATE

Steve Curtis preaching in

India before the COVID

lockdown.

All of Asia has been

closed to travel since

March 2020.
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and governments, and

everything else. And we

trust in Him alone – not

in princes or presidents.

We bow before Him, not

cowering at the wiles of

the evil one, who seeks

to hinder the expansion

of Christ’s kingdom. We

wait on Him – and we

believe that we will,

indeed, “mount up with

wings of eagles (Is.

40:31) when He says it is

time, when He opens the

doors, when He compels

us, once again, to go into

all the world for His

name’s sake. We have

faith that day will soon

come.

the fruit of the gospel of

Jesus Christ will show

forth abundantly to the

praise of the glory of His

marvelous grace.

For now, pray with us for

those open doors. Pray

with us for the precious

partners and friends we

long to see once again

throughout the world –

especially (for us) those

in Asia, who continue to

be burdened both by the

disease, which is cutting

many lives short, and by

the economic hardships

that are likewise costing

lives through hunger

and a lack of access to

necessary medicine.

Finally, pray that the

Lord of the harvest will

be pleased to send us –

and many, many other

laborers – back into

those ripe fields, where

ASIA UPDATE

« I am grateful, but I am not satisfied. »

Even though Asia remains

tighly shut - even more

than the rest of the world -

the ministry of Timothy

Two continues, as National

Missionary Partners

(NMPs) in places, such as

Myanmar, Vietnam, and

India teach in their villages

and cities. Praise God for

these 2nd and even 3rd

generation teachers!

The work goes on!

ETC. +

A workshop in VietnamNMP Ki In distributing aid to a family in Myanmar



FROM INDIA

The exterior of a local church
in the region

By God’s grace, we continue to worship

and serve Him by teachings and sharing

the Good News with all our near and

dear ones.

By God’s grace, as a church we have

been worshipping since March on

Zoom. But we opened our church for

worship last Sunday. The sick, the older

and the little ones are advised to

remain at home until further notice.

On Thursdays, when we used to meet

in our homes, we meet on Zoom for

fellowship and prayer.

~Raj (last name withheld for security)

Finding ways to worship

We have been organizing a seminar for

Christian Leaders on 31 October, every

year, and it has been going on for eight

years for now. This year we were able to

continue this tradition and about thirty

leaders gathered! This was the first such

,gathering since March, when lockdown

began.

Thanks be to God for helping us to gather

in a physical way. Glory to God!

Inside a local church where
Raj serves
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MATT JENSEN, TEACHING MISSIONARY

What a year!

Danielle and I took a

vision trip to Timor

Leste in March. What an

eventful trip! We

connected with

Gethsemane Baptist

Church, a church we plan

to work with, and

familiarized ourselves

with the area. Even

though we are no longer

able to live in Timor

Leste during this season

of life––a point I will

return to later––we

gained insight

that helped us make

some crucial decisions.

We also have contacts in

Timor Leste, which

opens up the country for

ministry opportunities.

It was certainly not a

wasted trip. One of the

most memorable events

of this trip was when we

almost got stuck abroad

because of COVID-19.

Timor’s borders closed

only a few days after we

arrived. On one of our

flights, we providentially

sat next to an employee

of the U.S. Embassy and

he advised us to go

home ASAP. Borders

were closing all over the

world. Our original flight

home was cancelled.

Judah was on the other

side of the world with

his grandma. But God

brought us home!

We had been praying for

a while about my second

shift job in Dalton. I

worked when everyone

was off, and I was off

when everyone was

working. This made

support-raising difficult.

One weekend, we were

offered a home and a

job within an hour of

several churches that

were either supporting

or considering

supporting us.

Squeezing a U-Haul

down our driveway in

North Georgia, we

packed all of our stuff

and moved to Alabama.

For our family, this year includes narrowly

escaping isolation abroad, moving to Alabama,

enduring a miscarriage, surviving a hurricane, and

unexpectedly changing plans.

Matt, Danielle, and Judah
Jensen
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MATT JENSEN

The saddest moment of this

year was when we lost Asher

Ryle Jensen. My parents

visited us in Alabama when

Danielle was 16 weeks

pregnant. Everything was

going great until it wasn’t. “I

think we need to get things

checked out,” Danielle said,

before we drove to the

hospital. The next 24 hours

were a whirlwind. We still

stand as Job, completely

puzzled as to why this

happened, but we are

confident that “all things

work together for good” for

those who love God and are

“called according to his

purpose” (Rom 8:28).

_______________

“It is going to be a long night,

but nothing too serious,” our

waitress reassured. Support-

raising led us to Gulfport,

Mississippi, the night before

hurricane Zeta made landfall.

Windsurfers in the ocean and

the nonchalant attitude of

locals set us at ease. “A long

night but nothing too

serious,” we thought. Zeta’s

impact was underestimated,

however, to the surprise of

many costal Mississippians.

Our presentation was

rescheduled, but God kept us

safe.

Another unexpected change

this year was our focus

shifting from Timor Leste to

Thailand. This was not

something we did on a whim.

Because of the miscarriage

and other issues, we were

advised to spend future

pregnancies near adequate

medical care. Timor Leste

does not have the facilities we

need in our family-growing

years and moving back and

forth would waste too much

time. Ironically, we will better

serve Timor Leste by not

living there at this time.

While our ministry location

has changed, our work has

not. Pastoral training,

evangelism via teaching

English, and church planting

will occupy us in Thailand and

other areas of Southeast Asia.

We are grateful for the

prayers and support of so

many!

While our ministry

location has

changed, our work

has not.

The new ministry focus for Matt and Danielle

Jensen is in the border town of Chiang Khong,

Thailand, which borders both Myanmar and Laos.

In this critical region, known as the "Golden

Triangle," the need is great for missions - both

church planting and pastoral training. Please pray

for the Jensens as they prayerfully seek God's

will with regard to their ministry in Chiang Khong.

The Thailand Project

Matt and Danielle at
Gethsemane Baptist
Church in Timor-Leste
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DON JOHNSON, TEACHING MISSIONARY

of Pastors
Pastors in the majority world are oftentimes last in

line – for food, health care, Bible training and

other personal needs. This problem has been

magnified during this COVID-19 pandemic.

I’ve had pastors tell me

that since their

congregations have

been unable to meet

(due to government

restrictions), they (the

pastors) are not getting

paid and therefore are

not able to make house/

rent payments or

purchase food for

themselves or their

families. And of course,

this is made worse by

During the past several

months, members of my

support team, including

my home church (Lakes

Evangelical Free Church,

Lindstrom, Minnesota)

have asked, what can

they do to help? As a

teacher of the Word, I

typically avoid situations

where my “wealth” as a

white, employed North

American becomes too

noticeable, in front of

those whom I teach.

Now, more than ever, I

don’t show photos of my

home or the car I drive

or my family members

The Care and Feeding

the fact that many or

most of their

congregants are no

longer working as well!

It becomes an economic

crisis for the local

church. This is far

different from our

American counterparts

who most likely collect a

salary, whether his/her

church meets weekly or

not.
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Senior Pastor Sunu and

Associate Pastor Dan, from

Grace Community Church -

Father’s Love in Ashaiman,

Ghana, preparing to provide

food for pastors in need.
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attired in their finest. It

just amplifies the

economic difference

between me and “them”

too much! But neither

does that give me the

right to ignore their

plight as pastors. So, we

have decided to feed

them as best we can –

from afar!

Over the past 7 months

we have been sending

money to be used solely

for food for pastors in

other countries, and

their families (at the risk

of being labeled, “those

rich Americans”, which

we are!). The cost of a

bag of rice and some

lentils is still relatively

exception). But each

time money was sent it

was stated very clearly

to the recipient, that

this was the sole

purpose of such funds.

I’ll confess, now more

than ever, I’m looking

forward to meeting once

again with these

brothers in Christ (I’m

headed to Ghana (twice),

India, Nigeria and Liberia

in the next few months.

I’m more emotionally

connected with them

and they with me – a

little bit of Heaven on

earth!

cheap in most

developing countries

and an American dollar

can go a long way. And

maybe it’s not the food

they appreciate nearly

so much as the love and

concern that goes with

it. One pastor in Ghana

compared our efforts

with that of the

Corinthian Church in

response to the needs

expressed by the church

in Jerusalem. Wow!

Humbling!

I wish I could say,

without a doubt, that

every dollar sent ended

up as food on the table

of some local pastor

(there was one major

DON JOHNSON

«... maybe it’s not the food they appreciate nearly so much

as the love and concern that goes with it... »

One of the many who have been blessed with foodDelivering rice to needy families



We are excited to have fresh faces

heading out to serve with Timothy

Two! One of these is Sam Epps, who

will be traveling to Ghana to intern

with Don Johnson this month

(December 2020). Sam has a palpable

passion for Christ and for missions.

New Interns

Despite the pandemic and the travel

restrictions, invitations - pleas, really -

for Timothy Two to train pastors

around the world continue to arrive,

almost daily. Steve Curtis recently met

with leaders in Mexico to assess the

feasibility of projects there.

New Fields

Resisting the temptation to

compromise our message is a task that

requires a consistent and unflappable

commitment, bathed in prayer and

characterized by total submission to

the Word of God. At Timothy Two, that

is our guiding principle.

Old Paths

As we set our vision on 2021 and

beyond (and beyond the virus, as well),

we trust, as always, that all we do is

under the sovereign hand of Almighty

God. So, we will press on in service to

the One who calls us, and may all glory

and praise redound to Him alone.

Eternal God

GOING FORWARD...
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